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ABSTRACT

Data acquisition for atomic and nuclear physics experiments

requires that many different functions be involved in data han-

dling in real-time. Although each experiment requires the same

basic functions, many require an amount of customizing. The wide

use of the Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility demands that

data acquisition software be flexible enough to accommodate a

variety of experiment configurations and custom processing with

minimal work. This paper discusses a software implementation

which allows customizing and reconfiguring within a standard

structure and standard user interface.
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INTRODUCTION

Data acquisition for atomic and nuclear physics experiments

involves, in particular, the following major functions:

1. Reading data from an external source and recording it on

magnetic tape.

2. "Tapping" the data stream for samples to process and sort

into histograms which can be displayed in graphic form or

saved on disk.

3. Displaying histograms in graphic form to monitor the pro-

gress of the experiment.

Many of these functions must be performed concurrently, with

proper synchronization, and 'with little attention. Due to the

variety and number of experiments, it is essential that the

software be standard enough to change from one experiment to

another without a significant software investment, but flexible

enough to allow some customizing between experiments. The exper-

imenter interface must be general enough to allow him to easily

communicate with any process at any time.

PROGRAM GOALS

With these needs in mind, the following requirements of the

data acquisition software evolved.

1. The acquisition software must consist of multiple "tasks",

programs which can run independently. By breaking the func-

tions into separate tasks, a multi-tasking operating system

can bear the burden of switching between tasks to execute
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them concurrently. This facilitates custom processing by

allowing non-standard tasks to be logically separated from

the standard software and almost transparent to the user.

2. For flexibility in interfacing custom tasks to the data

acquisition software, the data stream must be available to

any task desiring to sample it.

3. Tasks involved in acquisition must be able to communicate

with each other to synchronize with the data flow and to

pass control information.

y. A user interface must allow a single point of control and

monitoring for all tasks involved in data acquisition. This

point may even have duplicates so that more than one user

may monitor and/or control the experiment from different

locations.

5. The software must co-exist with the vendor operating system

and timesharing system. The users must be able to interface

with the data acquisition software through any of the stan-

dard timeshared terminals.

CONTROL/COMMUNICATION STRUCTURE

The resulting program structure is shown in in Figure 1.

The boxes represent tasks running in the computer and the lines

represent communication paths. The data acquisition tasks are

shown on the right. On the left are multiple copies of a single

program which the user(s) use to interface to the data acquisi-

tion system. In the middle is the task "MAMA" which acts as
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coordinator, message traffic director, and mother to the rest of

the tasks.

The data acquisition "support" tasks, on the right, perform

all of the data handling and processing. The logical functions

performed by one support task can be modified or customized for a

particular experiment without affecting the rest of the tasks in

the structure. This modularization of functions, however, intro-

duces a need for communication between acquisition support tasks.

The central task MAMA, among other functions, provides a

communication method for the support tasks. One support task can

pass information to another by sending a message to MAMA who

relays it to the destination task. Messages are relayed to and

from the user in the same manner. It is convenient to utilize

KAMA as a user interface since it can conveniently relay messages

to or from any support task. Any or all of the support tasks can

pass information to any or all of the user tasks, but each task

need only communicate with MAMA.

The user task simply accepts commands entered by the user on

a CRT terminal and sends them to MAMA to be routed to the

appropriate support task. Messages received by the user task are

typed out for the user.

An additional method of communication is employed using

flags passed in a memory segment common to all tasks. Each sup-

port task has a segment of its own to communicate with MAMA or

other support tasks. One flag used by all support tasks is BUSY.

A support task can set it's BUSY flag and MAMA will not attempt

to send it any messages. Flags may be used to signal incoming
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data buffers or when message passing is undesirable.

OPERATION

The system is started by running the user task. The user

task attempts to send a "check in" message to MAMA. If MAMA

responds, the user task sends a message requesting MAMA's status

for the user. MAMA informs the user of the acquisition tasks

currently running, how long they have been running, the names of

any other users attached to the system, and various other infor-

mation.

If MAMA is not running when the initial "check in" message

is sent, the user can direct the user task to start MAMA. The

user task asks the user for a "configuration file" name, contain-

ing information specific to the experiment configuration, such as

the names of the acquisition support tasks to be run, their

priorities, and lists of valid commands to each one. MAMA is

started and given the configuration file name. MAMA starts the

tasks specified, and stores the lists of their commands. The

configuration file name is stored in the common memory communica-

tions area so any of the support tasks can access the file if

they need configuration-specific information.

After initialization, the user may direct commands to any of

the support tasks. A command line typed to the user task is sent

to MAMA. It looks up the command in its tables and sends tii<?

message to the appropriate task. The user task must receive an

acknowledgment from the destination task before he can enter

another command.
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APPLICATION

The specific configuration commonly used at the Holifield

Facility utilizes a task to transfer data from the experiment to

magnetic tape (transfer task), a task to sample the data stream

and build histograms of the data in memory or on disk (monitor

task), and a task to display these histograms in graphic form

(display task).

The transfer task reads data through an external

input/output subsystem. The transfer task must be informed,

either by reading the configuration file or by commands from the

user, specific information on how to access the data through the

subsystem and where to transfer the data, as per several tape

devices. The user can also direct the transfer task to start or

stop transferring data.

The monitor task is used to process samples of the data so

the experimenter can monitor the progress of the experiment and

preview the results. Through communication with the transfer

task, the monitor task requests a buffer from the data stream.

The data flow method is discussed in the next section. The moni-

tor task sorts the data items into a histogram, either in memory

or on disk, depending on the size. The histogram can be

displayed in graphic form by the display task. The user can

enter commands to the monitor task to turn histogramming on or

off, zero the histogram, or save the histogram on a disk file.

The display task reads the histogram built by the monitor

task and displays it on a color graphic terminal or color

plotter. The display task has many capabilities available to the
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user for closely examining and interpreting the data sample. The

histograms and plots may be saved for later comparison or as a

log of the acquisition progress.

DATA FLOW

To make the data stream available to the monitor task, the

transfer task utilizes multiple buffers for data transfer as

shown in Figure 2. There are three buffers, located in common

memory and accessible to any task. At any given time, one buffer

is being read into, one buffer is being written from, and one

buffer is being processed by the monitor task. As long as the

monitor task is busy processing one buffer, the other two are

being utilized in the transfer. When processing is finished, a

flag is set in the common memory communication area. The

transfer task sets a new buffer aside for processing (the one

currently being written), and informs the monitor task of its

location. The just-processed buffer becomes a member of the

transfer pair.

If more tasks wish to sample the data stream, flags for each

of these tasks are defined to indicate it is still busy with the

buffer. To request a new buffer, instead of messaging the

transfer task, the transfer task periodically checks all of the

"buffer in use" flags. When they are all false, a new buffer is

transferred.

CONCLUSION

This software structure has been very effective in changing

from experiment to experiment with little re-education of the

user. Once the user becomes familiar with MAMA, he is able to
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operate nearly any experiment configuration. The flexibility of

the system should allow much expansion and versatality of the

acquisition support tasks while retaining the same simplicity at

the user end.
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Figure i. Control / Communication structure.
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